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cchina national highway 010 wikipedia - china national highway 010. China’s National Highway G010 is an abolished national highway in China which runs from Tongjiang in Heilongjiang to Sanya in Hainan. It is 5,700 km (3,500 mi) in length. It is one of the longest national highways in the world.

cchina national highways wikipedia - With the completion in 2008 of the five north-south and the seven east-west national arterial highways totaling 35,000 km (22,000 mi), Beijing and Shanghai were linked by major highways chiefly expressways to the capitals of all provinces and autonomous regions of China, creating highway connections between over 200 cities and every major city.

cchina national highway 110 traffic jam wikipedia - The China national highway 110 traffic jam was a recurring massive traffic jam that began to form on August 13, 2010, mostly on China National Highway 110 G110 and Beijing Tibet Expressway G6 in Hebei and Inner Mongolia. The traffic jam slowed down thousands of vehicles for more than 100 kilometers (60 mi) and lasted for two weeks.

cchina longest and fabulous road trips in the world - China National Highway 010 length 5,700 km also known by the name of Tongsan Expressway, the highway goes from Tongjiang in Heilongjiang to Sanya in Hainan.

cchina longest highways verdict traffic - China National Highway 010 China National Highway 010 also known as Tongsan Expressway is 5,700 km (3,500 mi) in length. It is also one of the longest highways in the world.

rediff com business - China National Highway 010 rank 6 total length 5,700 km. It is also known as Tongsan Expressway. The highway extends from Tongjiang City in eastern Heilongjiang Province to Sanya in Hainan Province, which is the world's longest highways.

cchina china national day 2019 golden week holiday oct 1st to 7th - Chinese National Day is celebrated on October 1st annually to commemorate the founding of the People's Republic of China. The holiday from October 1st to 7th is called Golden Week during which a large number of Chinese people travel around the country.

cchina top 10 longest highways in the world - China National Highway 010 length 5,700 kilometers long. It is the 11th longest highway in the world which are almost interminable. It is also known as Tongsan Expressway.


cchina china national highway 010 length 5,700 km also known by the name of Tongsan Expressway. The highway goes from Tongjiang in Heilongjiang to Sanya in Hainan. It is also the longest highway in China.
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